INTRODUCTION

This catalogue contains books from the library of Erik Naggum (1965 – 2009), the Norwegian computer programmer. Wikipedia has an entry on him which provides an outline of his achievements.

While computing is by far the largest topic, with many languages, from Lisp and C++ to Dylan and Python well-represented, and numerous items on database design to artificial intelligence, there is also a considerable quantity of philosophy, mathematics, and general reference and English language material, and a decent number of titles on Objectivism.

A table of contents is provided to help in locating material. Please also use ctrl-F; an author you may be seeking can be in more than one subject area – for example Feynman in computing and physics.

Finally, I would like to thank Erik’s family for their assistance.

Richard Phillips.

Cat 01. June 2010.
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   Unpag. 4to, 22.5cm x 28cm. A collection of material for delegates to the 40th anniversary conference, with programme guide, tutorials, presenter's bios, and presentation papers, several with copious references and notes. Sponsors ads to rear. Useful summary of the then state of the language and its chief protagonists. Uncommon. Fine. Spiral Bound Wraps. (#00001782)


11. AHO, Alfred V.; LAM, Monica S.; SETHI, Ravi; ULLMAN, Jeffrey D. *Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools*. USA: Addison-Wesley, 2006. £45.00


Minor wear to covers, internally fine, a firm, clean copy. Very Good +. Hardcover.
(#00001033)

(#00001699)


17. BACH, Maurice J. Design of the Unix Operating System. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1986. £15.00


22. BEAZLEY, David M. Python Essential Reference Updated to Python 2.1. Indianapolis: New Riders, 2001. £7.00


27. BETTINI, Claudio; JAJODIA, Sushil; WANG, Sean. Time Granularities in Databases, Data Mining, and Temporal Reasoning. Berlin: Springer Verlag, 2000. £13.00


   4to. pp. 112. The Psychology of Security; The Business of Open Source; etc. Fine. (#00001543)


   4to. 21.5cm x 27.6cm. Duplicated copies of the original Unix System III programmer's manuals - presumed as issued by Bell Labs to clients - bound in stiff pale beige card wraps, with transparent acetate covers. To front covers, the logo of Altos Computer Systems, and below its address and contacts details. To verso of title page, "copyright, Western Electric Company, Incorporated." Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of AT&T, owned a half share in Bell Labs. Altos, a 1979 start-up, focused on "multi-user and networked UNIX computer systems for commercial markets." (Wikipedia); it was sold to Acer in 1990. System III was first released outside of Bell Labs in 1982. System III, a precursor to System V - there was no official System IV - was designed to run on PDP-11 and VAX machines. The book contains a series of introductory essays on UNIX utilities, the source code control system, virtual protocol machine and compilers, among others. Each essay individually paginated. All essays attributed to staff at Bell Labs. Minor marks to the acetate covers, light soil to page edges. The type is clear and legible; pages clean, unmarked, binding firm, both volumes very nice copies. Not in COPAC; only one copy referenced in WorldCat. Uncommon. Near Fine. Original Wraps. (#00001473)


53. COVER, Robin; DUNCAN, Nicholas; BARNARD, David T. **Bibliography on SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) And Related Issues** Technical Report 91-299. [NP], 1991. **£38.00**

54. CRAWFORD, William; FARLEY, Jim; GEHTLAND, Justin; MALANI, Prakash; NORMAN, John G. **Java Enterprise in a Nutshell** A Practical Guide. O'Reilly Media, 2005. **£12.00**


58. DATE, C.J. **Database in Depth** Relational Theory for Practitioners. Sebastopol: O'Reilly Media, 2005. **£10.00**


63. DATE, C.J.; DARWEN, Hugh. **Databases, Types And the Relational Model** The Third Manifesto. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 2006. **£15.00**

   *Fifth edition. Lrge 4to. 21cm x 27cm x 3cm. First edition, May 1968. This edition July, 1980. Each section individually paginated. 'This
document explains the machine language programming of the central processors used in the DECSYSTEM-10 and DECSYSTEM-20.

Perfect bound with publisher's buckram backstrip, as issued, over printed wraps, with five ring binder punch holes. Light wear, a touch grubby to rear cover, internally clean - a firm, sound copy. Very Good. Printed wraps. (00001647)

MACRO-10, Version 53. £23.00
Contents in dark blue ring binder which appears not to be publisher's original. 25.5cm x 31.5cm. Dec System 10 was the successor to the PDP-10. Individually numbered chapters with some 133 pages + appendices and tables. Ownership label of EN to front cover. Wear, some soil to covers, internally clean. Very Good. Ring Bound. (00001475)


68. DEVLIN, Keith J. Infosense Turning Information into Knowledge. New York: W. H. Freeman, 1999. £1.80

69. DEVLIN, Keith. Logic and Information. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996. £6.80

70. DOBBS, David; WATT, Andrew; AYERS, Danny; BIRBECK, Mark; et al. Professional XML Meta Data. Chicago: Wrox Press Springer-Verlag New York Inc, 2001. £6.00

71. DOUGLAS, Korry; DOUGLAS, Susan. PostgreSQL The comprehensive guide to building, programming, and administering PostgreSQL databases. Indianapolis: Sams, 2007. £15.00


73. DUBOIS, Paul. MySQL v. 4.1 and 5.0. Indianapolis, IN: New Riders Publishing, 1999. £3.00


75. ECKEL, Bruce. Thinking In Java. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1998. £4.50

76. ECKEL, Bruce. Thinking In Java. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 2006. £21.00

77. ECKEL, Bruce. Thinking In Java [w/ CD-Rom]. New Jersey: Prentice Hall PTR / Pearson, 2002. £8.00
to covers, light wear. Near Fine. Oversized Paperback. (#00001742)
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<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Author</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Edition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
<th><strong>ISBN</strong></th>
<th><strong>Condition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Notes</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Lrge spiral bound 4to. Each chapter individually paginated. With a detailed index to the rear of vol. 2. Light wear to front covers, internally clean and fine. Very Good +. Spiral bound. (#00001480)


120. GLASS, Robert L. *Software Runaways Lessons Learned from Massive Software Project Failures*. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1997. £4.20


   Oblong 4to, landscape format, 21.5cm x 28cm. Acetate cover to front. Unpaginated. A slide presentation on HyTime (Hypermedia/Time-based Structuring Language), an SGML application. Clearly illustrated with cartoons, line drawings and tables. Also with a Forbes profile of Goldfarb, the HyTime specifications and architecture, and various other SGML-related items. Goldfarb, at the time, was a research executive at the IBM Almaden Research Center. Co-inventor of SGML he subsequently created HyTime. Not in WorldCat, COPAC. Fine. (#00001830)


124. GOOSSENS, Michel; MITTELBACH, Frank; SAMARIN, Alexander. *The Latex Companion*. Boston: Addison-Wesley. £8.95


129. GRAHAM, Ronald L.; KNUTH, Donald; PATASHNIK, Oren. *Concrete Mathematics A Foundation for Computer Science*. Addison-Wesley, 1998. £33.00
130. GRAHAM, Tony. Unicode A Primer. 
Foster City, CA: M&T Books Worldwide, an imp. 
of IDG Books, 2000. £6.00 
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000909)

131. GROFF, James R.; WEINBERG, Paul N. 
SQL: The Complete Reference. Berkeley: 
Osborne, 1999. £6.00 
With original CD-Rom. Fine. Oversized 
Paperback. (#00001056)

132. GRUBER, Martin. Mastering SQL. San 
Francisco: SYBEX, 2000. £11.00 
With original CD-Rom. Fine. Oversized 
Paperback. (#00001061)

133. GULUTZAN, Peter; PELZER, Trudy. SQL- 
99 Complete, Really An Example-Based 
Lawrence, KS: R & D Books Miller Freeman, 
1999. £20.00 
With original CD-Rom to rear. Very Good +. 
Oversized Paperback. (#00001057)

134. HALL, Erica; foreword by CERF, Vint. 
Internet Core Protocols The Definitive 
Reference. Sebastopol: O'Reilly & Associates, 
2000. £7.00 
(#0000837)

135. HAROLD, Elliotte Rusty; MEANS, W. 
Scott. XML in a Nutshell A Desktop Quick 
£3.50 
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000857)

136. HAWKINS, Jeff with BLAKESLEE, 
Sandra. On Intelligence. New York: Henry Holt, 
2005. £4.10 
Paperback. (#00001311)

137. HEIN, James L. Discrete Structures, 
Logic, and Computability. Sudbury, MA: Jones 
& Bartlett Publishers, 2002. £21.00 
First edition, second printing. ISBN: 
9780763718435. pp. 943. As New. Glazed 
Laminated Boards. (#00001183)

138. HEKMATPOUR, Sharam. C++ A Guide 
for C Programmers. New York: Prentice Hall, 
1990. £6.75 
Rear cover mentions a 3.5” disk, but no sign of 
any attachment or similar. Signs of use, light 
(#0000732)

139. HELLERSTEIN, Joseph M; 
STONEBREAKER, Michael (eds) Readings In 
Database Systems. Cambridge, MA: The MIT 
Press, 2005. £17.50 
Bump to upper rear corner, very light wear, still 
a fine clean copy. Near Fine. Oversized 
Paperback. (#00001705)

140. HENNESSY, John L. and PATTERSON, 
David A. Computer Architecture A Quantitative 
Approach. San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann 
Publishers, 2003. £18.00 
Large 8vo. pp. xxxi, 883, A-87, B-42, C-I, R-21, 
Index-44. Minor creases and wear to DJ, else a 
fine copy. Fine in very good + dust-jacket. 
Hardcover. (#0000717)

141. HERNANDEZ, Michael J. Database 
Design for Mere Mortals A Hands-On Guide to 
Relational Database Design. Addison-Wesley, 
1997. £2.00 
Small surface tears to rear cover where a label 
has been removed. Near Fine. Trade Paperback. 
(#00001751)

142. HERNANDEZ, Michael J.; VIESCAS, John 
L. SQL Queries for Mere Mortals A Hands-On 
Guide to Data Manipulation in SQL. Addison-Wesley, 2000. £6.00 
492. Fine. Trade Paperback. (#00001752)

143. HIMANEN, Pekka; TORVALDS, Linus, 
prologue; CASTELLS, Manuel, epilogue. The


20. HOLZNER, Steven. XHTML Black Book. Scottsdale, AZ: Coriolis Group, 2000. £5.00


23. HORN, Berthold; WINSTON, Patrick Henry. Lisp. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1984. £6.00


156. JAMES, Geoffrey. *The Tao of Programming*. Santa Monica: Info Books, 1986. £2.00


164. KENT, William. *Data and Reality*. Authorhouse, 2000. £11.00


167. KERNIGHAN, Brian W.; RITCHIE, Dennis M. *The C Programming Language*. Prentice-Hall, 1978. £2.00

16th printing. ISBN: 9780131101630. pp. 228. 'Naggum Software' stamp to flyleaf; light toning to pages, covers, signs of a water stain to text block but pages remain sound and clean - a perfectly decent copy. Good. Trade Paperback. (#00001229)


169. KIRKERUD, Bjørn. **Systematisk programmering.** Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1984. £5.00

170. KLINE, Kevin E. **SQL in a Nutshell A Desktop Quick Reference.** Sebastopol: O'Reilly Associates, 2004. £11.00


172. KLINE, Kevin; KLINE, Daniel; HUNT, Brand. **SQL in a Nutshell.** Sebastopol: O'Reilly Media, 2008. £14.00

173. KNUTH, Donald. **MMIXware A RISC Computer for the Third Millennium.** Springer Verlag. £50.00

174. KNUTH, Donald E. **Selected Papers on the Analysis of Algorithms.** Stanford, CA: CSLI Publications / Center for the Study of Language and Information, 2000. £16.00

175. KNUTH, Donald E. **The TeXbook.** Addison-Wesley, 1993. £18.00

176. KNUTH, Donald Ervin. **Selected Papers on Computer Science.** CSLI Publications / Cambridge University Press, 1996. £13.00

177. KNUTH, Donald Ervin. **Things a Computer Scientist Rarely Talks About.** Stanford, CA: Stanford University Center for the Study of Language and Information, 2001. £16.00

178. KNUTH, Donald. **Computers and Typesetting Volumes A-E Boxed Set.** Addison-Wesley, 2000. £120.00

179. KOCHAN, Stephen G.; WOOD, Patrick H. **Exploring the UNIX System.** Indianapolis, IN: Hayden Books / Sams, 1989. £1.50

180. KOENIG, Andrew. **C Traps and Pitfalls.** Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1988. £9.89


Tiny bump, hd of spine. Near Fine. Glazed Laminated Boards. (#00001528) |
|---|---|---|
| 185. | LAMPORT, Leslie. | Latex A  
Appears unread. As New. Trade Paperback. (#00001093) |
| 186. | LATTEIER, Amos; PELLETIER, Michel. | The Zope Book. Indianapolis: New Riders [Sams], 2001. **£0.75**  
Packing is insecure, else firm, NEW. Trade Paperback. (#0000596) |
| 187. | LAURIE, Peter; LAURIE, Ben. | Apache  
The Definitive Guide. O'Reilly & Associates, 1999. **£0.30**  
Lacks CD-Rom, o'wise fine. Fine. Trade Paperback. (#0000926) |
| 188. | LE VERRAND, D. | Evaluating ADA.  
| 189. | LEA, Douglas. | Concurrent Programming in Java  
Design Principles and Patterns. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1998. **£2.00**  
| 191. | LEFFLER, Samuel J.; KARELS, Michael J.; MCKUSICK, Marshall Kirk; QUARTERMAN, John S. | The Design and Implementation of the 4.3BSD Unix Operating System [4.3 BSD].  
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1989. **£4.75**  
| 192. | LEHEY, Greg. | The Complete FreeBSD [w/ 2 CD-Roms]  
Documentation from the Source.  
Walnut Creek, CA: Walnut Creek CDROM Books, 1996. **£5.75**  
| 193. | LEVINE, John; MASON, Tony; BROWN, Doug. | Lex and Yacc UNIX Programming Tools.  
Sebastopol: O'Reilly & Associates, 1992. **£5.00**  
| 196. | LIPPMAN, Stanley B. | C++ Primer.  
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1993. **£1.00** |


   Reprint. ISBN: 9781558600003. pp. 629. Corners bumped, some creases to cover corners, previous owner's name to inside front cover.


205. MARCHESI, Michele; SUCCI, Giancarlo. *Extreme Programming Examined*. Addison-Wesley, 2001. £3.20


207. MASON, Michael; SPENCER, Paul; WATT, Andrew; CAGLE, Kurt; CORNING, Michael; DIAMOND, Jason; PINNOCK, Jon; DUYNSTEE, Teun; JIRAT, Jirka; TANG, Jeff; TCHISTOPOLSKII, Paul; TENNISON, Jeni; GUDMONDSSON, Oli Gauti. *Professional XSL*. Birmingham, UK: Wrox Press Springer-Verlag New York Inc, 2001. £8.75


228. MOMJIAN, Bruce. PostgreSQL Introduction and Concepts. USA: Addison-Wesley, 2000. £6.00


232. MUCHNICK & ASSOCIATES; MUCHNICK, Steven S. Advanced Compiler Design and Implementation. San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 1997. £52.00


234. MUSCIANO, Chuck; KENNEDY, Bill. HTML: The Definitive Guide. San Francisco: O'Reilly & Associates, 1998. £2.00


237. NEWARD, Ted; ALBAHARI, Ben; DRAYTON, Peter. C# in a Nutshell A Desktop Quick Reference. Sebastopol: O'Reilly & Associates, 2002. £5.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>Theoretical Computer Science</td>
<td>Nivat, M.</td>
<td>Elsevier</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>9780125184069</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
<td>As New. Trade Paperback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>Paradigms of Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>Norvig, Peter</td>
<td>Morgan Kaufmann</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>9781558601918</td>
<td>£43.00</td>
<td>First edition. Light shelf wear. Fine. Trade Paperback.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


255. PERKINS, Jeff. PostgreSQL. Indianapolis: Premier Press, 2001. £6.00


257. PHARR, Matt; HUMPHREYS, Greg. Physically Based Rendering From Theory To Implementation. [SIGNED] San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 2004. £60.00
  First edition. ISBN: 9780125531801. pp. 1019. A signed presentation copy to EN from Pharr, thanking him for a quote used by the authors as an introductory remark to their preface. The quote states EN's belief that programmers must have access to source code if they are to mature and develop. Else an as new copy. Illustrated Laminated Boards. (#0000727)


262. Proceedings Lisp User Group Meeting San Francisco, October 10-13 1999. £35.00
  Contents contained in a large white PVC covered ring binder with sponsor's ads. Cover has a delegate's picture of EN. Speakers included keynote presentation by Peter Norvig; Tim Bradshaw's critique of featuritis in Lisp and how the language and community should respond, and EN's own 'The Long Painful History of Time', possibly its sole off-line published appearance. Other papers are also included in full with references, including 'A Pattern Matcher to Build Adaptable Interfaces for Lisp Modules', Lynch and Baker; 'Embedded Metasearch with CORBA', Kulyukin, etc. Very Good +. Ring Binder. (#00001829)


front corner, else a fine copy. Near Fine. Paperback. (#00001306)

279. SCHNEIER, Bruce. **Applied Cryptography**
New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc, 1995. £20.00
Second edition, 10th printing. ISBN:
9780471117094. 758 pp. Light reading wear.
Fine. Oversized Paperback. (#0000779)

280. SCHWARTZ, Randal L. **Learning Perl.**
Sebastopol: O'Reilly & Associates Inc, 1994. £6.00
First edition, minor corrections. ISBN:
Paperback. (#0000533)

281. SCHWARTZ, Randal L.; PHOENIX, Tom.
**Learning Perl.** Sebastopol: O'Reilly &
Associates, 2001. £2.50
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000919)

282. SGML '93 Proceedings  **Cranking up the**
Volume of the Quiet Revolution December 6 - 9,
1993. Alexandria, VA: Graphic Communications
Association, 1993. £15.00
4to. pp. 683. Neat signature of EN to front
cover, else fine. Fine. Comb Bound.
(#0001822)

283. SHALIT, Andrew; STARBUCK, Orca;
MOON, David. **The Dylan Reference Manual**
The Definitive Guide to the New Object-Oriented
Dynamic Language. Addison-Wesley / Apple
Press, 1996. £45.00
As New. Trade Paperback. (#00001432)

284. SIEVER, Ellen; SPAINHOUR, Stephen;
PATWARDHAN, Nathan. **Perl in a Nutshell**
A Desktop Quick Reference. Sebastopol: O'Reilly &
Associates, 1999. £3.00
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000911)

Understanding Relational Language Components.
San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers,
2002. £28.00
First edition. ISBN: 9781558604568. pp. xxxii,
(#00001370)

286. SKIENA, Steve. **The Algorithm Design**
York, 1998. £33.00
W/ original CD-Rom, enclosed at rear. As
New. Glazed Laminated Boards. (#0000687)

287. SLADE, Stephen. **Object-Oriented**
minor bump to lower front corner, internally a
very clean, sound copy. Very Good +. Trade
Paperback. (#00001732)

288. SLADE, Stephen. **The T Programming**
Language A Dialect of Lisp. New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1986. £18.00
inc index, bibliog. Previous owner's name
(?)/address in ink to flyleaf. Crease to rear
cover, wear to hd of spine, else a clean, sound
copy. Good +. Trade Paperback. (#00001227)

289. SMITH, Joan M. **SGML and Related**
Standards Document Description and Processing
Languages. Chichester, West Sussex: Ellis
Horwood [ Prentice Hall ], 1993. £2.00
Rear cover has a single 2" scratch mark; else a
clean, fine copy. Very Good. Glazed Laminated
Boards. (#00001775)

290. SMITH, Peter Desmond; BARNES, G.
Michael. **Files and Databases: An Introduction.**
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1986. £5.00
As New. Laminated Boards. (#0000807)

291. SNODGRASS, Richard T. **Developing**
Time-Oriented Database Applications in SQL
[w/ CD-Rom]. San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann
Publishers, 2000. £120.00
Original CD-Rom to rear. Somewhat
uncommon. As New. Trade Paperback.
(#00001773)

292. SOMMERMILE, Ian. **Software**
Engineering. Wokingham: Addison-Wesley,
1989. £2.50
Third edition. ISBN: 9780201175684. Sm. 4to.
pp. 653. EN in ink to flyleaf. Else a clean, sound


First thus(?). 4to - 11" x 8-9/16". pp. 430. Some light edge-wear to covers, small tear hd of spine, corners a bit knocked, some dents to rear cover. Internally fine. Uncommon. Very Good+. Original Wraps. (#0000562)

First editions, thus. 4to, 21.5cm x 28cm. 16 separately bound volumes as well as some loose-leaf documentation:


1A. Genera Concepts, revised for Genera 7.2. February, 1988. VG++


Unnumbered. Genera 7.0 Printer Installation Guide. September 1986. pp. 32. Creases to cover, 3 punch holes to LHS. VG.

Accompanied by a collection of loose leaf documentation, which may have been contained in a ring binder, consisting of the following:


Not in Copac or BL. Fine - VG+. Original Wraps. (#0000564)

309. <TAG> The SGML Newsletter Volume 1, Nos. 1 - 5, 7 - 17. Sterling, VA: BDS Inc. and SGML Associates, 1987. £38.00
16 issues in all, missing No. 6. No. 3 is a photocopy with pages stapled together at the head of spine. The rest are printed and staple-bound as issued. Fine. Newsletter. (#00001031)

21 copies, as issued, with Nos. 8 to 12 of Vol. 5 punch holed, with 7 punch holes along the LHS, and likewise all from Vol. 6. O'wise all copies clean and firm, no other damage or marks. Uncommon. Very Good +. Staplebound. (#00001587)
311. TANENBAUM, Andrew S. Computer Networks. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall international, 1988. £3.00
   Signature EN to flyleaf. Some edge-wear, tips a little bumped. Internally very clean — a firm, sound copy. Very Good. Trade Paperback. (#00001516)

   Signature of EN to flyleaf, else an extremely clean, firm copy. Near fine. Trade Paperback. (#00001518)


315. The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard Version 2.0. Addison-Wesley, 1996. £3.00

316. The Unicode Consortium. The Unicode Standard Version 3.0. Addison-Wesley, 2000. £6.00

317. THOMAS, David; HUNT, Andrew, foreword by 'MATZ' MATSUMOTO, Yukihira. Programming Ruby The Pragmatic Programmer's Guide. USA: Addison-Wesley, 2000. £5.50

318. THOMAS, David; HUNT, Andrew. The Pragmatic Programmer From Journeyman to Master. Addison-Wesley, 1999. £14.00


322. TOPS-10 Monitor Calls Manual Volume 1 A4-0974E-TB. NP: digital software / Digital Equipment Corporation. £15.00

Acetate and red printed card covers. pp. xiv, 1-12, 2-83, 3-496, A-5, B-97, C-61, D-25, Index-24. Light wear to acetate covers, page edges; internally fine, binding firm. Small ownership label of EN to bottom of title page. Hard to find; only 2 copies in World Cat, not in Copac, not in BL. Very Good +. Wraps. (#00001643)


327. TULLER, Lawrence W. The Independent Consultant's Q & A Book In-Depth Answers to All of the Important Issues in Starting and Operating Your Own Consulting Practice. Holbrook, MA: Bob Adams Inc, 1992. £2.50

328. VALENTINE, Chelsea; MINNICK, Chris. XHTML. Indianapolis: New Riders, 2001. £1.00


Third edition. 4to - 26cm x 31.5cm. With a colour photo illustrated cover, a typescript manual for the firm's networking platform designed by Prime Computer to connect its CAD stations. All contained in a large white ring binder. Prime initially sprang from the Multics project at MIT. Uncommon. Some wear to the page edges, especially early pages, scribbles to the colour cover, but a clean, sound copy. Very Good. Ring Binder. (#00001823)


First edition. ISBN: 9780670899760. pp. 502. Some finger smudges to dust jacket which is also rubbed to tips. As New in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001234)


344. WINSTON, Patrick Henry. *Artificial Intelligence.* Addison-Wesley, 1992. £4.40

345. WURMAN, Richard S. *Information Anxiety 2.* Que, 2000. £17.00


349. ZITTRAIN, Jonathan. *The Future of the Internet and How to Stop It.* Yale University Press, 2008. £3.50
350. ADAMS, R. A. Calculus A Complete Course. Addison-Wesley, 1999. £8.00

351. ADAMS, Robert A. Calculus: A Complete Course. Toronto: Pearson Addison Wesley, 2006. £65.00


353. AIGNER, Martin; ZIEGLER, Günter. Proofs from the Book. Berlin, 2004. £35.00


357. APOSTOL, Tom M. CALCULUS Volume I and CALCULUS Volume II The Set One-Variable Calculus, with an Introduction to Linear Algebra. New York: John Wiley & Sons. £15.00

358. APOSTOL, Tom M. Mathematical Analysis. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 2001. £40.00


383. FOCUS February 2006 Volume 26 No. 2 The Newsletter of the Mathematical Association of America. Washington DC: Mathematical Association of America, 2006. £2.00
   pp. 23 Fine. Wraps. (#0001727)

   ISSN: 0731-2040. Light use, a few about fine. Address label to rear. Very Good +. Wraps. (#0001827)


All in fine to as new condition. 5 copies. Fine. Original Wraps. (#00001792)
417. POLYANIN, Andrei D.; MANZHIROV, Alexander V. **Handbook of Mathematics for Engineers And Scientists**. Boca Raton, FL: Chapman & Hall / CRC, 2006. £50.00


ISSN: 0036-1445 pp. 627 - 826. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001152)


ISSN: 0036-1445 pp. 236. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001169)


422. VARBERG, Dale E.; PURCELL, Edwin J.; RIGDON, Stephen E. **Calculus**. Prentice Hall, 1999. £9.00


423. VARBERG, Dale E.; PURCELL, Edwin J.; RIGDON, Stephen E. **Calculus**. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1999. £3.00


pp. 761-848. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001627)


pp. 3-85. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001642)


pp. 183 - 276. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001624)


pp. 849 - 949. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001622)


pp. 665 - 758. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001197)


pp. 871 - 971. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001150)


pp. 91 - 177. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001194)


pp. 99 - 190. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001157)


pp. 195 - 288. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001161)


pp. 291 - 382. ISSN: 0002-9890. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001156)

Statistics, Probability


452. HARRIS, J.; STOCKER, Horst; BENENSON, Walter; LUTZ, Holger. Handbook of Physics. New York: Springer Verlag and American Institute of Physics, 2006. £27.00


455. HAWKING, Stephen W. A Brief History of Time From the Big Bang to Black Holes. New York: Bantam books Dell, 1993. £2.95


459. LAUGHLIN, Robert B. A Different Universe Reinventing Physics from the Bottom Down. New York: Basic Books / Perseus Books, 2005. £2.00


Biology

(see also Posters)


483. SHELDRAKE, Rupert. Dogs That Know When Their Owners Are Coming Home And


Medical


PHILOSOPHY


497. BARWISE, Jon; ETCHMENDY, John. Language, Proof and Logic w/ Software Package inc. original CD-Rom. Stanford, CA:
£25.00  


500. BENSON, Ophelia; STANGROOM, Jeremy. **Why Truth Matters.** London: Continuum, 2006. £4.50  


503. **BLACKWELL COMPANIONS TO PHILOSOPHY - A Set of Six Volumes.** £90.00.  
*Offered as a set:  
A Companion to Bioethics;  
A Companion to the Philosophy of Science;  
A Companion to Contemporary Political Philosophy;  
A Companion to the Philosophy of Mind;  
A Companion to Analytic Philosophy;  
A Companion to Philosophical Logic.  
See individual catalogue entries. All as new. Oversized Paperback. (#00001039)*


507. BROCKMAN, John (ed); Intro. by MCEWAN, Ian. **What We Believe But Cannot Prove.** New York: Harper Perennial, 2006. £2.80  


509. BURTON, Robert. **On Being Certain** Believing You are Right Even When You’re Not. New York: St Martin's Press, 2008. £4.40  


515. CRAGAN, John F.; SHIELDS, Donald C. **Understanding Communication Theory** The Communicative Forces for Human Action. USA: Allyn & Bacon, 1997. £11.00  


519. DENNETT, Daniel. **Consciousness Explained.** Boston: Back Bay Books / Little, Brown, 1992. £5.85  

520. DENNETT, Daniel. **Freedom Evolves.** New York: Penguin Group USA, 2004. £4.50  

521. DUPRÉ, Ben. **50 Philosophy Ideas You Really Need to Know.** London: Quercus, 2007. £4.50  

522. FINOCCHIARO, Maurice A. **Arguments About Arguments** Systematic, Critical, And Historical Essays In Logical Theory. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005. £20.00  

523. FRANKFURT, Harry G. **On Bullshit.** Princeton: Princeton Univ Pr, 2005. £2.50  

524. GAMEZ, David. **What We Can Never Know** Blindsight in Philosophy And Science. London: Continuum Intl Pub Group, 2007. £3.70  

525. GERTLER, Brie; SHAPIRO, Lawrence. (eds) **Arguing About the Mind.** London and New York: Routledge, 2007. £18.00  


530. GOODIN, Robert E; PETTIT, Philip (eds). **A Companion to Contemporary Political Philosophy (Blackwell Companions to Philosophy)**. Blackwell Publishing, 2006. £17.00


533. GRAYLING, A. C. (ed) **Philosophy 2 Further Through the Subject**. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999. £17.00


Fifth printing. ISBN: 9780802808646. 199 pp. EN in ink to flyleaf, a few marks to base, but a clean, firm copy. Very Good. Paperback. (#0000875)

536. GUTTENPLAN, Samuel (ed). **A Companion to the Philosophy of Mind (Blackwell Companions to Philosophy)**. Blackwell Publishing, 2005. £18.00


539. JACQUETTE, Dale (ed). **Philosophy of Logic An Anthology**. Blackwell Publishers, 2002. £19.00


540. JACQUETTE, Dale (ed). **A Companion to Philosophical Logic (Blackwell Companions to Philosophy)**. Blackwell Publishing, 2006. £18.50


Small bump, lower front corner, appears unread. Fine. Trade Paperback. (#0000862)

EN in ink to flyleaf. Near Fine. Laminated Boards. (#0000889)

EN in pen to flyleaf. Light wear to covers. Very Good +. Trade Paperback. (#0000888)

As New in like dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#0001787)

Illust. endpapers. W/ bibliography and index. As New in dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#0000710)


Journals


   ISSN: 1079-8986. pp. 144. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001154)


   pp. 1081 - 1432. issn: 00224812 As New. Original Wraps. (#00001644)

   issn: 00224812 New. Original Wraps. (#00001155)

   ISSN: 1755-0203 pp. 267 - 392. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001149)

   pp. 606-771. issn: 0022-3611. Faint creases to corners. As New. Wraps. (#00001625)


   8vo. pp. 473-1010. As New. Original Wraps. (#0000876)

   pp. 118. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001196)

   pp. 119 - 280. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001618)

   pp. 281-430. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001628)

   pp. 431 - 558. As New. Original Wraps. (#00001621)


47
Objectivism and Ayn Rand

All with ring binder punch holes to LHS, Nos. 10 & 12 with two sets of holes, or four each, but no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear cover, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001539)

609. RAND, Ayn and BRANDEN, Nathaniel (eds). The Objectivist Vol. 6, Nos. 1 - 12. New York: The Objectivist, 1967. £35.00
All with ring binder punch holes to LHS, No. 12 with two sets of holes, or four in all, but no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear cover, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001538)

Ring binder punch holes to LHS, but no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear cover, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001535)

611. RAND, Ayn (ed). The Objectivist Vol. 8, Nos. 1 - 9, 11-12; New York: The Objectivist, 1969. £25.00
Lacks No. 10. With ring binder punch holes to LHS, no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear covers, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001536)

612. RAND, Ayn, (ed). The Objectivist Vol. 9, No. 1 - 12; New York: The Objectivist, 1970. £30.00
Punch holes to LHS, but no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear cover, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001537)

All with ring binder punch holes to LHS, Nos. 10 & 12 with two sets of holes, or four each, no loss to text. Rubs to spines, small number stamp to front and rear cover, no address labels, internally very clean, still sound, decent copies. Good +. Staple bound, original wraps. (#00001542)

614. The Objectivist Volumes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and Volume 10, Nos. 1 - 9 All present bar Vol. 8, No. 10. New York: The Objectivist. £120.00
68 copies in total, sold as a set, each volume as described separately with punch holes, etc. Good +. Staple-bound, card wraps. (#00001542)


619. RAND, Ayn and GREENSPAN, Alan. CAPITALISM: The Unknown Ideal. New York: Signet / New American Library, 1967. £4.00


621. RAND, Ayn. Anthem. New York: Signet. £1.00


626. RAND, Ayn. The Fountainhead. New York: Signet / New American Library, ND. £1.80


634. RAND, Ayn. The Virtue of Selfishness. New York: Signet, 1964. £2.00


635. RAND, Ayn. We The Living. New York: Signet / New American Library, 1959. £0.50

23rd printing. pp. 446. Front hinge a little weak, pages quite toned, ownership label of EN to front cover, but still a decent copy, pages clean and tight. Good +. Mass Market Paperback. (#00001077)


637. BRANDEN, Nathaniel; BRANDEN, Barbara [biographical essay]. Who is Ayn Rand? NP: [Random House?], ND. pp. 239. £4.75

Something of an oddity - possibly a proof or gallely copy? In a landscape format, it consists of copies of the pages of the Random House first printing, and thus blank to the verso, bound in card wraps. There is no publisher's statement. Still a legible, sound reading copy. Good. Wraps. (#00001761)


Grey plastic ring binder, black type to covers. Contains some xx pages of copied typescript, outlining how to promote the Ayn Rand Institute and its values to students at colleges and universities and very detailed guidelines on how to best organise and recruit new members. This copy produced c. 1985?, with material from 1984 to rear. Wikipedia has the ARI launched in 1985. Very Good. Ring binder. (#00001474)

642. BROOKS, Dr. David. The Necessity Of Atheism. Sioux Falls, SD: NuVision Publications, 2007. £3.50

643. DENNETT, Daniel C. Breaking the Spell Religion as a Natural Phenomenon. New York: Viking, 2006. £9.50


650. MILLS, David. Atheist Universe Why God Didn't Have A Thing To Do With It. Xlibris Corp, 2004. £5.00


   ISBN: 9780963206701. pp. 950. All edges gilt, gilt motif and title to cover, gilt titles to spine, on black leather, silk tie. A couple of very minor bumps, a light crease to rear cover. Near Fine. Leather. (#00001299)


656. SMITH, George H. Atheism The Case Against God. New York: Prometheus Books, 1989. £4.85


**DICTIONARIES, REFERENCE**


ISBN: 1593390734. pp. 1150. 197mm x 234mm, 1923g. As New in as new dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001125)

First edition thus. ISBN: 0852298323. 4to. pp. 2067. Gilt titles to cover and spine. There is a small opening to base of one page of the front prelims of about 1": perhaps a manufacturing flaw. O'wise appears unread. As New, No DJ (as issued). Leatherette. (#0000811)


685. KAY, Mairé Weir (ed). *Webster's Collegiate Thesaurus*. Springfield, MA: Merriam-Webster, 1976. £4.00


694. Merriam Webster's Collegiate Encyclopedia. Springfield, MA: Merriam Webster, 2000. £3.00
   First edition thus. ISBN: 9780877790174. 4to. pp. 1792. DJ neatly taped to boards, else would be a fine copy. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#0000995)

695. Merriam Webster's Collegiate Thesaurus [Thumb Index]. Springfield, MA: Merriam Webster, 1994. £6.00


706. PETER, Dr Laurence J. Quotations For Our Time. London: Methuen, 1980. £0.50


Fifth edition. ISBN: 9780198604570. pp. 3984. In box/slipcase, which has a noticeable bump to one corner; both books fine/as new. Fine. Hardcover. (#00001806)


Style Guides, usage


733. HAIRSTON, Maxine; RUSZKIEWICZ, John J.; FRIEND, Christy. **The Scott, Foresman Handbook for Writers**. Addison-Wesley, 1999. £1.50


739. LIPSON, Charles. **Cite Right** A Quick Guide to Citation Styles - MLA, APA, Chicago, the Sciences, Professions and More. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006. £4.00

740. MEAD, C. David; KRAMER, Melinda G.; LEGGETT, Glenn H. **Prentice Hall Handbook for Writers**. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1995. £4.95


748. SKILLIN, Marjorie E.; GAY, Robert M. Words into Type. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1974. £7.50


Languages, grammar.


753. Collins Robert French Dictionary unabridged Dictionary French - English / English
dj. As New in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001693)


Librarianship, bibliography

Edition 22. ISBN: 9780910608701. Volumes 1 - 4, large 8vos. Vol 1, Manual tables, pp. 731; Vol 2, Schedules 000-599, pp. 599; Vol 3, Schedules 600-999, pp. 996; Vol. 4, index, pp. 928. All in near new condition, front endpaper to Vol. 1 has some tears to gutter, appears to be an original manufacturing flaw, minor bumps to a few corners, else all fine, to as new copies. Fine, no DJ (as issued). Glazed Laminated Boards. (#00001020)


MANAGEMENT, FINANCE & BUSINESS

Management


775. HINDLE, Tim. Pocket Manager. London: The Economist Books / Profile, 1997. £0.30


780. WEINBERGER, David; LOCKE, Christopher; LEVINE, Rick; SEARLS, Doc. The Cluetrain Manifesto The End of Business As Usual. Cambridge, MA: Perseus Books, 2000. £0.45

Business and Finance


788. HANSEN, Jeffrey A. Surviving Success Managing the Challenges of Growth. Grants Pass, OR: The Oasis Press / Publishing Services, 1999. £3.00

789. LANE, Frederick S. Obscene Profits The Entrepreneurs of Pornography in the Cyber Age. New York: Routledge, 2000. £7.89


Very Good + in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001429)

As New. Laminated Boards. (#00000866)

ECONOMICS

As New in as new dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001721)


796. MANDER, Jerry; GOLDSMITH, Edward (eds). The Case Against the Global Economy And for a Turn Toward the Local. San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1997. £4.50
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000865)

797. ROTHBARD, Murray N. The Case Against the Fed. Auburn, AL: Ludwig Von Mises Institute, 1994. £7.50
As New. Trade Paperback. (#0000973)


As New in as new dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001415)

As New. Trade Paperback. (#00001743)

All four issues for 2006, in fine to as new condition. Fine. (#00001793)


CURRENT AFFAIRS, COMMENT, POLITICS, POLEMIC, SOCIETY & CULTURE

As New. Trade Paperback. (#00001460)


Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001219)

   Crease marks to spine, pages toned, a well read copy, some black marks to front page edges. Good. Paperback. (#0000621)

807. BAUERLAIN, Mark. **The Dumbest Generation** How the Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and Jeopardizes Our Future (Or, Don't Trust Anyone Under 30). New York: Jeremy P. Tarcher / Penguin Group, 2008. £5.00


816. CARALEY, Demetrios; KANDO, Loren (eds). **Terrorist Attacks and Nuclear Proliferation: Strategies for Overlapping Dangers.** New York: The Academy of Political Science, 2007. £2.00


820. CONASON, Joe. **It Can Happen Here: Authoritarian Peril in the Age of Bush.** New


841. GORE, Al. The Assault on Reason. New York: Penguin Group USA, 2007. £5.00


885. MANDER, Jerry. Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television. New York: Perennial / HarpersCollins, 2002. £3.75


889. MOORE, Michael. Downsize This! Random Threats from an Unarmed American. London: Pan, 2002. £0.10


899. Political Science Quarterly Vol. 120 No. 2 Summer 2005 - Vol 122 No. 4, Winter 2007 11 copies complete The Journal of Public and International Affairs. New York: Academy of Political Science, 2005. £27.00 A complete run for the period, all in fine or as new condition. As New. Wraps. (#00001802)


911. ROSENTHAL, Edward C. **The Era of Choice** The Ability to Choose And Its Transformation of Contemporary Life. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2006. £4.00


915. SCOWEN, Peter. **Le Livre Noir des États Unis.** Quebec: Les Intouchables, 2002. £5.75

*ISBN: 9780771080050. pp. 311. Book has developed a slight bend to text block, otherwise still as new and unread. Near Fine. (#00001202)*


919. SHENKMAN, Rick. **Just How Stupid Are We?** Facing the Truth About the American Voter. New York: Basic Books, 2008. £0.75


921. SHEVCHENKO, Arkady N. **Breaking with Moscow.** London: Grafton Collins, 1986. £0.20


923. SOMMERS, Christina Hoff; SATEL, Sally L. **One Nation Under Therapy How the Helping Culture is Eroding Self-Reliance.** New York: St Martins Pr, 2005. £3.00


925. SOWELL, Thomas. **Black Rednecks And White Liberals.** San Francisco: Encounter Books, 2005. £5.95
   (#00001557)


LEGAL

940. BIEGEL, Stuart. *Beyond Our Control? Confronting the Limits of the American Legal
System in the Age of Cyberspace. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2001. £3.00


Minor bump to base of spine; DJ with some minor surface wear; otherwise appears as new and unread. Near Fine in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#0000934)


Appears new and unread. As New in as new dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#0000935)


964. CCITT The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee. BLUE


980. CCITT The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee. BLUE BOOK FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE (SDL)
CRITERIA FOR USING FORMAL DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUES (FDTs)
£25.00

£13.00
ISSN 0018-9235. All in very good or better condition, with signs of light use. Very Good. Wraps. (#00001821)

£7.00
Official Journal of ARRL The National Association for Amateur Radio. All copies good or better, but with creasing, handling and moderate wear. Good. Wraps. (#00001820)

£12.00

Popular Science

£12.00

£12.00

£1.90

£5.60

£2.00

£0.20

£2.75

£4.00

£9.85
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Author</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publisher</strong></th>
<th><strong>Edition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
<th><strong>Condition</strong></th>
<th><strong>ISBN</strong></th>
<th><strong>Pages</strong></th>
<th><strong>Notes</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Super-organism.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Than the Few and How Collective Wisdom Shapes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business, Economies, Societies and Nations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics The best science reporting from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the acclaimed weekly section of The New York</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskerville Hall to the Valley of Fear, the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Forensics Behind the Great Detective's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greatest Cases.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Best Newspaper Writing 2001.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Best Newspaper Writing 2001.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9788006541585</td>
<td>First thus. ISBN: 9788006541585. trans. Robert Chandler. pp. 880. Covers scuffed and worn, old publisher's label to rear, PON to inside cover,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Literature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>978006541585</td>
<td>First thus. ISBN: 978006541585. trans. Robert Chandler. pp. 880. Covers scuffed and worn, old publisher's label to rear, PON to inside cover,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


the author's 17 years in the Gulags, including Kolyma. Fine. Trade Paperback. (#0000640)


Anthologies


**COLLECTIBLE, CHILDREN’S**

First edition thus. ISBN: 9780140912715. Reinforced cardboard slipcase containing 70 pocket Penguins, published to mark the 70th anniversary of the founding of Penguin Books. All in fine condition - very faint edge-wear to slipcase. Fine. (#00001559)

ISBN: 9780064471107. The complete seven volume set of the children's epic – a nice gift set for the right recipient! Cover art, Cliff Nielsen. The Magician's Nephew; The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe; The Horse and His Boy; Prince Caspian; The Voyage of the Dawn Treader; The Silver Chair; The Last Battle. There is no box with this set - if it had one originally. As New. Mass Market Paperback. (#0000648)

1121. Pressman Toy. **Judge For Yourself | Game | The Game of Real Life Courtroom Dramas**. New York: Pressman Toy Corporation, 1996. £7.50
Box in fine condition - contents appear barely used, if at all. Fine. (#00001677)

1122. ROWLING, J. K. **BOXED SET The Harry Potter Collection 4 Vols** The First Four


FICTION


| 1137. | CONNOLLY, John. **The Killing Kind.** | London: Hodder Paperbacks. | £0.30 |


| 1140. | ELLIS, Bret Easton. **Glamorama.** | London: Picador, 2000. | £2.50 |


| 1144. | IRVING, Clifford; BURKHOLZ, Herbert [LUCKLESS, John]. **The Death Freak.** | London: Sphere Books, 1979. | £0.50 |

| 1145. | HØEG, Peter. **Miss Smilla's Feeling for Snow.** | London: Flamingo / HarperCollins, 1994. | £0.10 |


| 1148. | MCNAB, Andy. **Firewall.** | London: Bantam Press, 2000. | £1.00 |

**SCIENCE FICTION**


| 1150. | ASIMOV, Isaac. **Foundation and Empire.** | London: Panther, 1967. | £0.90 |

|        | Reprint. pp. 187. With label EN affixed to front cover. Pages toned, minor rub marks to edges, else a clean, tight copy. Very Good. Paperback. (#0000608) |

| 1152. | BRADLEY, Marion Zimmer. **The Mists of Avalon.** | London: Sphere Books, 1984. | £0.50 |
1153. BRUNNER, John. **Interstellar Empire.** London: Hamlyn Paperbacks, 1985. £0.15


1163. CLARKE, Arthur C.; LEE, Gentry. **Rama II.** London: Orbit, 2000. £0.50


Dust jacket edge-worn, with a couple of minor chips and closed tears, including one of 1" to base of front panel. Internally fine, pages clean, binding tight. BOMC edition? Very Good + in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover. (#00001134)

1170. HEINLEIN, Robert A. The Cat Who Walks Through Walls. New York: Berkley Publishing Group / Putnam’s, 1986. £0.35

1171. HEINLEIN, Robert A. The Puppet Masters. New York: Signet books, New American Library, 1951. £1.50


1175. HEINLEIN, Robert A. I Will Fear No Evil. Sevenoaks, Kent: New English Library, 1982. £0.50

1176. HEINLEIN, Robert A. The Number of the Beast. New York: Ballantine Books, 1982. £1.00


1178. HEINLEIN, Robert A. Starship Troopers. London: New English Library, 1982. £1.50


1185. NICHOLLS, Peter. Science Fiction Og Vitenskap. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1983. £12.00

1186. NICHOLLS, Peter. The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction. London: A Panther Book / Granada, 1981. £4.50
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